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Executive Summary

This report discusses guidelines for the development of suites of test cases
for web content accessibility guidelines such as the Web Content
Accessibility Guidelines 2.0 (WCAG 2.0). It is based on the experience of
the BenToWeb project in developing three versions of an XHTML test suite
for three drafts WCAG 2.0. The guidelines relate to the development of
test case, their validation and the metadata format that supports the
process. BenToWeb also undertook end-user evaluation for a subset of the
test cases; guidelines for this type of evaluation are also provided.

15 November 2007
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Introduction

This document defines guidelines for the development of test suites for
web content accessibility specifications. This type of test suites is
somewhat different from other test suites developed for W3C
specifications: whereas most W3C test suites are based on a single
specification for a content format, the type of test suite discussed here is
based on two types of specifications: one for a content format (for
example, XHTML) and one that defines accessibility guidelines (WCAG).
This makes the development and validation of a test suite somewhat less
straightforward than for some other test suites.
The guidelines document that the BenToWeb project targeted, WCAG 2.0,
was under development during the complete duration of the project and
went through several new drafts. Consequently, the original XHTML test
suite was updated to two newer drafts. In the process, the tools,
processes and data formats developed by the project were refined and
improved. The guidelines in this document reflect some of the experience
gathered during the development and validation of three versions of an
XHTML test suite for WCAG 2.0.
In this document, we will assume that a test case consists of one or more
test files with associated metadata.

15 November 2007
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3

Development of Test Cases

3.1

Define a Metadata Scheme

A test case consists of one or more test files, and these need to be
accompanied by metadata. How metadata are stored (a database, XML,
RDF, a wiki, or even combinations of these) is probably a matter of
preference. However, it is necessary that the metadata scheme supports
the development and validation process of the test suite. At the very least,
these metadata should contain a description, the purpose and the status
of the test case. Test case metadata in W3C test suites are often more
detailed than this; the W3C Quality Assurance Working Group has
published a note that defines 14 metadata elements [W3C 2005].
In BenToWeb, metadata are stored in an XML language called “Test Case
Description Language 1.1” (TCDL 1.1)1, which describes metadata such
as:
•

formal metadata, such as author, date, title and a short
description;

•

status of the test case;

•

technologies (the technologies and technology features used in
the test);

•

test mode and test scenarios for end user evaluation;

•

the “rules” that are tested (WCAG 2.0 success criteria or other
rules);

•

namespace mappings used in some of the previous sections.

BenToWeb's TCDL 1.1 has elements and attributes that map to most of
the metadata elements defined by the Quality Assurance Working Group;
TCDL 2.0 has elements and attributes that map to all but one of those
elements (only 'grouping' is not included).
A good metadata format will support a number of important tasks such as
•

monitoring the completeness of test suite,

•

track the status of test cases;

•

evolving the metadata format to changing needs or to better
support existing needs (this is discussed in a separate section).

1

TCDL 1.1 RDDL file: http://bentoweb.org/refs/TCDL1.1/. See also BenToWeb deliverable
4.2 and [Strobbe].
15 November 2007
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Define the Scope of the Test Suite

What is the test suite meant to cover? A test suite can contain different
types of test cases. For example, BenToWeb makes the following
distinction:
•

atomic test case: a test case that addresses one checkpoint
(WCAG 1) or success criterion (WCAG 2) and that uses only a
single file;

•

compound test case: a test case that addresses one checkpoint
(WCAG 1) or success criterion (WCAG 2) and that uses a set of
files (e.g. to test consistency of navigation);

•

complex test case: a test case that addresses multiple
checkpoints (WCAG 1) or success criteria (WCAG 2), to allow for
more thorough testing of evaluation tools; complex test cases
may use one or more test files (i.e. they can be atomic or
compound).

In BenToWeb, these distinctions are linked to the following rules for
creating test cases:
•

If a test case is atomic, there can be only one test file in the
files section of the TCDL description. If one has multiple files
that are different variations of the same test, for example video
in different formats, then these variations really constitute
different test cases, each requiring a separate TCDL file.

•

Whether a test case is atomic or complex is indicated in the
complexity attribute of the testCase element. The complexity
attribute does not accept the value “compound”. Whether a test
case is compound or not is inferred from the number of files
(referenced in the files element) that constitute the test.

In addition to the types of test cases, it is also necessary to define which
human languages will be covered, especially for those parts of the
specification that address language issues, for example, the criteria under
Guideline 3.1 in WCAG 2.0 [W3C 2007a]. The choice of languages has
implications for the validation process, especially when it involves enduser testing.

3.3

Define Completeness Criteria for the Test
Suite

Define what “completeness” means for the test suite. In the case of test
suites for WCAG 2.0 there are several ways to define completeness;
15 November 2007
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taking an XHTML test suite for WCAG 2.0 as an example one could to do
the following:
•

for each success criterion, make sure that there is a test case for
each relevant feature of XHTML that there is at least one “fail”
example and one “pass” example for each success criterion; or

•

for each WCAG 2.0 technique or failure that applies to XHTML,
check that there is at least one test case.

The first approach will lead to the creation of many test cases that do not
map to a WCAG 2.0 technique or failure (because the techniques
document is not exhaustive2) and to the creation of test cases that may be
considered as “exotic” (for example, an object element that embeds a
complex image, with the long description of the image nested inside the
object element).
The second approach will lead to good coverage of the WCAG 2.0
techniques and failures, but may miss many types of failures that would
be covered by the first approach.
In each case, the metadata scheme will need features that enable
developers to document how a test case relates to the technical
specification or document format (XHTML in the above examples) and/or
the techniques and failures. TCDL 1.1 and TCDL 2.0 support both
approaches. In TCDL 2.0 [TCDL2], references to features of document
formats can be documented in the 'technicalSpec' element3, and
references to techniques and failures can be documented in the
'techniques' element4.

2

The WCAG 2.0 techniques document does not define failures that would merely state
the opposite of the relevant success criterion: failures need to be more specific and fairly
common.
3
http://bentoweb.org/refs/TCDL2.0.html#edef-technicalspec
4
http://bentoweb.org/refs/TCDL2.0.html#edef-techniques
15 November 2007
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A validation process or review process defines the phases that a test cases
needs to go through before it is finally accepted as a valid test case. This
process defines several states and input and output channels for each
state. The validation process needs to be shown to be complete and
unambiguous. It is good practice to test the validation process by running
a few example test cases through the complete process.
For BenToWeb's validation process, see “Updated methodology for the
validation of test cases” in BenToWeb deliverable D3.7b. For examples of
other validation or review processes see:
•

WCAG 2.0 Test Samples Development Task Force (TSD TF)
Review Process [TSD TF Process];

•

Conformance Test Process for WCAG 2.0 [WCAG 2005b],

•

“Test Review Guidelines” in [Henderson 2001].

4.2

End-User Evaluation

Evaluation or validation processes often rely on the opinion of experts, but
it is also possible to involved end users. There may be several reasons for
doing this, for example
•

for evaluating test cases that are too “exotic” to be covered in
any specification,

•

for comparative evaluation of test cases that use different
techniques to address the same accessibility issue (or WCAG 2.0
success criterion),

•

for comparative evaluation of test cases that are variations on
the same technique or failure;

•

for evaluating test cases that illustrate techniques that may not
be completely reliable;

•

for evaluating test cases that may lead to different outcomes
depending on support by user agent and/or assistive
technologies.

Involving end users affects the tools and the metadata used in the
development and validation process: tools and metadata need to support

15 November 2007
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the definition of evaluation scenarios, the presentation of these scenarios
to users, and the collection and analysis of the users' feedback. In
BenToWeb, the actions that were taken included the following:
•

TCDL (the metadata format) defined several types of questions
that could be presented to users (yes-no questions, open
questions, Likert scales, ...) that could be used in a “scenario”;

•

TCDL allowed test case validators to define the disabilities and
the combinations of user agents and assistive technologies that
are needed to go through the scenario;

•

a test case evaluation framework (called “Amfortas” see
[Herramhof]) was developed in which users could sign in and
create a user profile (disabilities, user agent, assistive
technologies, ...);

•

a “profile matching algorithm” was defined to match test cases to
end user profiles;

•

the validation process defined a state in which feedback from
end-user testing could be integrated into the test case.

The following things need to be kept in mind when organizing end-user
testing.
•

It is important that the scenarios are validated by someone who
has a good understanding of the relevant accessibility guidelines
(e.g., WCAG 2.0), in order to make sure that the scenario
actually tests conformance to, for example, the success criterion.

•

It is necessary to define the minimum number of users that need
to go through the scenarios for a test case, both with regard to
representativeness of the evaluations and for practical reasons
(spreading users over test cases; knowing when to stop
evaluation of a test case).

•

Some end users may get few test cases or even none at all.
Decide in advance what you will tell them.

•

Do no harm: test cases with flashing content (photosensitive
epilepsy) or that trap the keyboard must be excluded from enduser testing.

•

Don't include too many test cases that can easily be evaluated as
“pass” examples by end users; otherwise, end users may find
the evaluation trivial. It is better to present a mix of test cases
with different levels of difficulty. The user profile matching can be
used to make sure that the level of difficulty is adapted to the
user's experience level.

15 November 2007
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5

Test Case Metadata

5.1

Define Criteria for the Metadata Elements

The purpose of each metadata element needs to be described. For
example, BenToWeb's TCDL format uses elements such as 'title',
'description' and 'purpose' and defines the following rules for these
elements.
•

The title should be sufficiently descriptive to allow a quick
identification of the issue illustrated by the test case. It does not
need to be unique. It must not be formulated as a guideline (for
example: “All data tables must have a summary”);

•

The description contains a summary of the test materials and
how they are to be sued in the test case. It indicates to the
accessibility expert/scenario author what to expect and what will
happen when a user interacts with the test materials. The
importance of accurate descriptions can not be underestimated
because bad descriptions cause many requests for clarifications,
invalid scenarios and other problems that slow down the
validation process.

•

The purpose contains a description of the intention of the test
materials. The purpose contains an explanation of the expected
evaluation result in regard to the relevant rules, checkpoints or
success criteria. It does not need to repeat the “rule” or success
criterion for which the test case is developed.

5.2

Define How to Evolve the Metadata Format

One should expect the requirements of the metadata format to change
over time, especially when a test suite goes through several versions as
the targeted specification evolves. Assuming that an XML format is used,
one will need to consider the following questions.
•

Should the schema be updated or replaced with a new one?
(Example, TCDL 1.1 and TCDL 2.0).

•

If the schema does not need to change drastically and it is just
updated, what is the impact on existing metadata, both those in
the current test suite and in previous test suites?

•

If the schema is replaced with a new one, will metadata for
previous test suites be migrated to the new format or not?

15 November 2007
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What is the impact of the changes to the tools (including XSLT)?

In BenToWeb, a number of changes to TCDL 1.1 were implemented in the
following way:
•

new elements and attributes that were not used in previous test
suites were added as optional elements and attributes, in order
not to break validity of older test suites;

•

changes to attribute values were implemented by first adding the
new values to the schema, then replacing old values with new
values in the metadata files, and finally deleting the old
(“deprecated”) values from the schema.

15 November 2007
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